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A fast and optimized dehazing algorithm for hazy images and videos is proposed in this work. Based on
the observation that a hazy image exhibits low contrast in general, we restore the hazy image by enhanc-
ing its contrast. However, the overcompensation of the degraded contrast may truncate pixel values and
cause information loss. Therefore, we formulate a cost function that consists of the contrast term and the
information loss term. By minimizing the cost function, the proposed algorithm enhances the contrast
and preserves the information optimally. Moreover, we extend the static image dehazing algorithm to
real-time video dehazing. We reduce flickering artifacts in a dehazed video sequence by making trans-
mission values temporally coherent. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm effectively
removes haze and is sufficiently fast for real-time dehazing applications.
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1. Introduction

An image, captured in bad weather, often yields low contrast
due to the presence of haze in the atmosphere, which attenuates
scene radiance. Low contrast images degrade the performance of
various image processing and computer vision algorithms. Deha-
zing is the process of removing haze from hazy images and enhanc-
ing the image contrast. Histogram equalization or unsharp
masking can be employed to enhance the image contrast by
stretching the histogram [1]. However, these methods do not con-
sider that the haze thickness is proportional to object depths,
which are locally different in an image. Thus, they cannot compen-
sate the contrast degradation in a hazy image adaptively. More
sophisticated dehazing algorithms first estimate object depths in
a scene. Several dehazing algorithms have been proposed to esti-
mate object depths using multiple images or additional informa-
tion. For example, object depths are estimated from two images,
which are captured in different weather conditions [2,3] or with
different degrees of polarization [4,5]. Also, Kopf et al. [6] em-
ployed the prior knowledge of the scene geometry for dehazing.
These algorithms can estimate scene depths and remove haze
effectively, but require multiple images or additional information,
which limits their applications.
ll rights reserved.
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Recently, single image dehazing algorithms have been devel-
oped to overcome the limitation of multiple image dehazing ap-
proaches. These algorithms make use of strong assumptions or
constraints to remove haze from a single image. Tan [7] maximized
the contrast of a hazy image, assuming that a haze-free image has a
higher contrast ratio than the hazy image. Tan’s algorithm, how-
ever, tends to overcompensate for the reduced contrast, yielding
halo artifacts. Fattal [8] decomposed the scene radiance of an im-
age into the albedo and the shading, and then estimated the scene
radiance based on independent component analysis (ICA), assum-
ing that the shading and the object depth are locally uncorrelated.
It can remove haze locally but cannot restore densely hazy images.
Kratz and Nishino [9] estimated the albedo and the object depth
jointly by modeling a hazy image as a factorial Markov random
field (FMRF). Tarel and Hautiere [10] estimated the atmospheric
veil, which is the map of blended atmospheric light, and refined
the veil using the median filter. He et al. [11] estimated object
depths in a hazy image based on the dark channel prior, which as-
sumes that at least one color channel should have a small pixel va-
lue in a haze-free image. They also applied an alpha matting
scheme to refine the object depths. Ancuti et al. [12] significantly
reduced the complexity of He et al.’s algorithm by modifying the
block-based approach to a layer-based one. In addition, He
et al.’s algorithm has been adopted and improved in many algo-
rithms [13–16].

For video dehazing, Tarel et al. [17] focused on car vision. They
partitioned a hazy video sequence into dynamically varying ob-
jects and a planar road, and then updated the scene depths only
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed static image dehazing algorithm.
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for the objects using the still image dehazing scheme in [10].
Also, Zhang et al. [18] estimated an initial depth map for each
frame of a video sequence, using the algorithm in [11], and then
refined the depth map by exploiting spatial and temporal similar-
ities. Oakley and Bu [19] assumed the all pixels in an image had
similar depths and subtracted the same offset value from all
pixels. Their algorithm is computationally simple, but it cannot
adaptively remove haze when a captured image has variable
scene depths.

The existing dehazing algorithms often exhibit overstretched
contrast [7,9–11] or cannot remove dense haze [8] because of
incorrect estimation of scene depths. To overcome these draw-
backs, the contrast enhancement should be controlled more
adaptively. Furthermore, the conventional video dehazing
algorithms suffer from huge computational complexity [18] or
low quality restored videos [19]. Therefore, an efficient real-time
video dehazing algorithm is required for a wide range of practical
applications.

In this work, we propose a fast dehazing algorithm for images
and videos based on the optimized contrast enhancement. The pro-
posed algorithm is based on our preliminary work on static image
dehazing [20] and video dehazing [21]. We increase the contrast of
a restored image to remove haze. However, if the contrast is over-
stretched, some pixel values are truncated by overflow or under-
flow. We design a cost function to alleviate this information loss
while maximizing the contrast. Then, we find the optimal scene
depth for each block by minimizing the cost function. Furthermore,
for video dehazing, assuming that the scene radiance of an object
point is invariant between adjacent frames, we add a temporal
coherence cost to the total cost function. We also implement a
parallel computing scheme for fast dehazing. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can estimate
object depths in a scene reliably and restore the scene radiance
efficiently.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the haze model, which is employed in this work. Section 3 pro-
poses the static image dehazing algorithm, and Section 4 describes
the video dehazing algorithm. Section 5 presents experimental re-
sults. Finally, Section 6 concludes this work.
2. Haze modeling

The observed color of a captured image in the presence of haze
can be modeled, based on the atmospheric optics [2], as
IðpÞ ¼ tðpÞJðpÞ þ ð1� tðpÞÞA; ð1Þ

where JðpÞ ¼ ðJrðpÞ; JgðpÞ; JbðpÞÞ
T and IðpÞ ¼ ðIrðpÞ; IgðpÞ; IbðpÞÞT denote

the original and the observed r; g; b colors at pixel position p,
respectively, and A ¼ ðAr;Ag ;AbÞT is the global atmospheric light
that represents the ambient light in the atmosphere. Also,
tðpÞ 2 ½0;1� is the transmission of the reflected light, which is deter-
mined by the distance between the scene point and the camera.
Since the light traveling a longer distance is more scattered and
attenuated, tðpÞ is inversely proportional to the scene depth, and
we have
tðpÞ ¼ e�qdðpÞ; ð2Þ
where dðpÞ is the scene depth from the camera at pixel position p,
and q is the attenuation coefficient determined by weather condi-
tions and commonly assumed to be 1 in typical haze conditions
[2]. From (1), note that the scene radiance JðpÞ is attenuated with
tðpÞ. On the other hand, the atmospheric light A is weighted by
ð1� tðpÞÞ and plays a more important role, if the scene point is far-
ther from the camera.
3. Static image dehazing

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed dehazing algo-
rithm. First, we determine the atmospheric light for an input hazy
image. Then, we assume that scene depths are similar within an
image block and find the optimal transmission for each block to
maximize the contrast of the restored image. Moreover, we also
minimize the information loss due to the truncation of pixel val-
ues, while enhancing the contrast. Then, we refine the block-based
transmission values into the pixel-based ones by employing an
edge preserving filter and shiftable windows. Finally, given the
transmission map and the atmospheric light, we restore the scene
radiance from the input hazy image.
3.1. Atmospheric light estimation

The atmospheric light A in (1) is often estimated as the bright-
est color in an image, since a large amount of haze causes a bright
color. However, in such a scheme, objects, which are brighter than
the atmospheric light, may lead to undesirable selection of the
atmospheric light. To estimate the atmospheric light more reliably,
we exploit the fact that the variance of pixel values is generally low
in hazy regions, e.g., sky. In addition, we propose a hierarchical
searching method based on the quad-tree subdivision. More specif-
ically, as illustrated in Fig. 2, we first divide an input image into
four rectangular regions. We then define the score of each region
as the average pixel value subtracted by the standard deviation
of the pixel values within the region. Then, we select the region
with the highest score and divide it further into four smaller re-
gions. We repeat this process until the size of the selected region
is smaller than a pre-specified threshold. For example, in Fig. 2,
the red block is finally selected. Within the selected region, we
choose the color vector, which minimizes the distance
kðIrðpÞ; IgðpÞ; IbðpÞÞ � ð255;255;255Þk, as the atmospheric light. By
minimizing the distance from the pure white vector
ð255;255;255Þ, we attempt to choose the atmospheric light that
is as bright as possible.



Fig. 2. Atmospheric light estimation. By recursively dividing an image into four
smaller regions and selecting the region with the highest score, we determine the
region that is hazed most densely and then choose the atmospheric light within the
region. In this example, the red block is the selected region. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

Fig. 3. Comparison of the dehazing results using the three definitions of contrast. (a) I
obtained by employing (b) the MSE contrast, (c) the Michelson contrast, and (d) the Web
near and far scene points, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in
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3.2. Optimal transmission estimation

We assume that scene depths are locally similar, as done in
many dehazing algorithms [8,11,17], and find a single transmission
value for each block of size 32� 32. Then, for each block with the
fixed transmission value t, the haze equation in (1) can be rewrit-
ten as

JðpÞ ¼ 1
t

IðpÞ � Að Þ þ A: ð3Þ

After estimating the atmospheric light A, the restored scene radi-
ance JðpÞ depends on the selection of the transmission t. In general,
a hazy block yields low contrast, and the contrast of a restored block
increases as the estimated t gets lower. We attempt to estimate the
optimal t so that the dehazed block has the maximum contrast.

Let us first review and discuss the three quantitative definitions
of the contrast of a restored block. For simplicity, we define the
contrast for one color channel.

� Mean squared error (MSE) contrast: The MSE contrast, CMSE,
represents the variance of pixel values [22], which is given by
nput ha
er contr

this figu
CMSE ¼
XN

p¼1

ðJcðpÞ ��JcÞ2

N
; ð4Þ
where c 2 fr; g; bg is the color channel index, �Jc is the average of
JcðpÞ, and N is the number of pixels in a block. From (3), CMSE of
the restored block can be rewritten as
zy images. The dehazed images and the corresponding transmission maps
ast, respectively. In the transmission maps, yellow and red pixels represent
re legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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CMSE ¼
XN

p¼1

IcðpÞ ��Ic
� �2

t2N
; ð5Þ
where �Ic is the average of IcðpÞ in the input block. Note from (5) that
the MSE contrast is a decreasing function of t.
� Michelson contrast: The Michelson contrast, CMichelson, is typi-

cally used for periodic patterns and textures [23]. It is a measure
of the difference between the maximum and the minimum
values
CMichelson ¼
Jc;max � Jc;min

Jc;max þ Jc;min
; ð6Þ
where Jc;max and Jc;min denote the maximum and the minimum val-
ues of JcðpÞ. CMichelson is also inversely proportional to t, since it can
be rewritten as
CMichelson ¼
Ic;max � Ic;min

Ic;max þ Ic;min � 2Ac þ 2Act
; ð7Þ
where Ic;max and Ic;min denote the maximum and the minimum val-
ues of IcðpÞ.
� Weber contrast: The Weber contrast, CWeber, is defined as the

normalized difference between the background color
Jc;background and the object color Jc;object [22], given by
CWeber ¼
Jc;object � Jc;background

Jc;background
: ð8Þ
The Weber contrast is widely used to model the human visual sys-
tem. In practice, we regard each pixel value as an object color and
the average pixel value as the background color. Then, we can
derive
CWeber ¼
XN

p¼1

jJcðpÞ ��Jcj
N�Jc

; ð9Þ
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Fig. 4. An example of the transformation function. Input pixel values are mapped to
output pixel values according to the transformation function, depicted by the black
line. The red regions represent the information loss due to the truncation of output
pixel values. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
which has a similar form to the MSE contrast in (4).

Any of these three definitions can be employed to measure the
contrasts of restored blocks and dehaze an image. Fig. 3 shows de-
hazed images and the corresponding transmission maps when we
employ the three definitions of contrast, respectively. We see that
all three definitions provide similar results. In the remainder of this
work, we adopt the MSE contrast to quantitatively measure the
contrasts of restored blocks, but it is noted that the other two def-
initions can be also used as effectively as the MSE contrast for the
purpose of dehazing.

Since the contrast measure is inversely proportional to the
transmission t, we can select a small value of t to increase the con-
trast of a restored block. Fig. 4 shows an example of the transfor-
mation function in (3), which maps an input pixel value IcðpÞ to
an output value JcðpÞ. Note that input values in ½a; b� are mapped
to output values in the full dynamic range ½0;255�, where the trans-
mission t determines the valid input range of ½a; b�. When most in-
put values belong to ½a; b�, we can obtain a higher contrast output
block. However, when many input values lie outside of ½a; b�, the
transformed output values do not belong to the valid output range
of ½0;255�. In such cases, the underflow or overflow occurs in some
pixel values, which are truncated to 0 or 255. It means that the
information is lost in the red regions in Fig. 4, degrading the quality
of the restored block. In general, the amount of information loss is
proportional to the areas of the red regions in Fig. 4, which are in
turn proportional to the slope 1=t of the transformation function
in (3). Therefore, the information loss can be reduced by selecting
a large value of t in general. However, when a block contains dense
haze, it has a relatively narrow range of input values. Thus, even
tough it is assigned a small value of t, most of its pixel values be-
long to ½a; b� and are not truncated. On the contrary, a block with
no haze exhibits a broad range of input values and should be as-
signed a large t to reduce the information loss due to the trunca-
tion. Fig. 5 shows examples of restored images according to
different values of t. It is observed that, as t gets smaller, more pixel
values are truncated in the restored images.

Thus, we should not only enhance the contrast but also reduce
the information loss. To this end, we design the contrast cost and
the information loss cost and then minimize the two cost functions
simultaneously. First, we define the contrast cost, Econtrast, by taking
the negative sum of the MSE contrasts for three color channels of
each block B,

Econtrast ¼ �
X

c2fr;g;bg

X
p2B

ðJcðpÞ ��JcÞ2

NB
¼ �

X
c2fr;g;bg

X
p2B

ðIcðpÞ ��IcÞ2

t2NB
ð10Þ

where �Jc and �Ic are the average values of JcðpÞ and IcðpÞ in B, respec-
tively, and NB is the number of pixels in B. Note that, by minimizing
Econtrast, we can maximize the MSE contrasts. Second, we define the
information loss cost Eloss for block B as the squared sum of trun-
cated values,

Eloss ¼
X

c2fr;g;bg

X
p2B

minf0; JcðpÞgð Þ2 þ maxf0; JcðpÞ � 255gð Þ2
n o

ð11Þ

¼
X

c2 r;g;bf g

Xac

i¼0

i� Ac

t
þ Ac

� �2

hcðiÞ þ
X255

i¼bc

i� Ac

t
þ Ac � 255

� �2

hcðiÞ
( )

;

ð12Þ

where hcðiÞ is the histogram of input pixel value i in color channel c,
and ac and bc denote the intercepts at which the truncation occurs,
as illustrated in Fig. 4. In (11), the terms minf0; JcðpÞg and
maxf0; JcðpÞ � 255g denote truncated values due to the underflow
and the overflow, respectively. We rewrite the squared sum of the
truncated values as (12) using the histogram. It is noted that the
histogram uniformness term in our previous work in [20] plays a
similar role as the information loss cost. However, the histogram
uniformness term may yield incorrect results when a haze-free re-
gion has a non-uniform histogram. Last, for block B, we find the
optimal transmission t� by minimizing the overall cost function

E ¼ Econtrast þ kL Eloss; ð13Þ

where kL is a weighting parameter that controls the relative impor-
tance of the contrast cost and the information loss cost.



Fig. 5. Relationship between the transmission value and the information loss. A smaller transmission value causes more severe truncation of pixel values and a larger amount
of information loss. (a) An input hazy image. The restored dehazed images with transmission values of (b) t ¼ 0:1, (c) t ¼ 0:3, (d) t ¼ 0:5, and (e) t ¼ 0:7.
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A large value of kL in (13) reduces the information loss. In the
extreme case of kL ¼ 1, the optimal transmission value should
not yield any information loss, i.e.,

min
c2fr;g;bg

min
p2B

JcðpÞP 0; ð14Þ

max
c2fr;g;bg

max
p2B

JcðpÞ 6 255: ð15Þ

These inequalities, together with the relation in (3), impose two
constraints for the transmission t, given by

t P min
c2fr;g;bg

min
p2B

IcðpÞ � Ac

�Ac

� �
; ð16Þ

t P max
c2fr;g;bg

max
p2B

IcðpÞ � Ac

255� Ac

� �
: ð17Þ

The two constraints can be combined into a single constraint

t P max min
c2fr;g;bg

min
p2B

IcðpÞ � Ac

�Ac

� �
; max

c2fr;g;bg
max

p2B

IcðpÞ � Ac

255� Ac

� �� �
:

ð18Þ

Notice that Econtrast is an increasing function of t. Therefore, the opti-
mal transmission t� is determined as the smallest value satisfying
the constraint in (18). In other words,

t� ¼max min
c2fr;g;bg

min
p2B

IcðpÞ � Ac

�Ac

� �
; max

c2fr;g;bg
max

p2B

IcðpÞ � Ac

255� Ac

� �� �
:

ð19Þ

It is worthy to point out that the first constraint in (16) is the
same constraint that is employed as the dark channel prior in the
He et al.’s algorithm [11]. Using this constraint, [11] provides faith-
ful dehazing results, provided that objects are rarely brighter than
the atmospheric light. However, when some objects are brighter
than the atmospheric light, [11] fails to estimate the transmission
correctly. In contrast, the proposed algorithm employs the addi-
tional constraint in (17), which prevents the overflow of restored
pixel values. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can estimate the
transmission more reliably. Moreover, by controlling kL in (13),
the proposed algorithm can strike a balance between the contrast
enhancement and the information loss.

3.3. Transmission refinement

In Section 3.2, we assumed that all pixels in a block have the
same transmission value. However, scene depths may vary spa-
tially within a block, and the block-based transmission map usu-
ally yields blocking artifacts. Therefore, by using an edge
preserving filter, we refine the block-based transmission map, alle-
viate the blocking artifacts, and enhance the image details. Edge
preserving filtering attempts to smooth an image, while preserving
the edge information [1,24,25]. In this work, we adopt the guided
filter [25], which assumes that the filtered transmission t̂ðqÞ is an
affine combination of the guidance image IðqÞ as follows.

t̂ðqÞ ¼ sT IðqÞ þ w; ð20Þ

where s ¼ ðsr; sg ; sbÞT is a scaling vector and w is an offset. The scal-
ing vector and the offset are determined for each local window of
size 41� 41. For a window W, the optimal parameters, s� and w�,
are obtained, by minimizing the difference between the initial
transmission tðqÞ found in Section 3.2 and the filtered transmission
t̂ðqÞ, using the least squares method:

ðs�;w�Þ ¼ arg min
t
ðs;wÞ

X
q2W

ðtðqÞ � t̂ðqÞÞ2: ð21Þ

The window slides pixel by pixel over the entire image, and multi-
ple windows overlap at each pixel position. Therefore, at each pixel
position, we can determine the final transmission value as the aver-
age of all associated refined transmission values. We call this ap-
proach as the centered window scheme.

The centered window scheme reduces blocking artifacts by
averaging the refined transmission values of overlapping windows.
However, the averaging process may cause blurring in the final
transmission map, especially around object boundaries across
which depths change abruptly. The blurring in the transmission
map, in turn, yields halo artifacts in the dehazed image. To over-
come this problem, we employ the shiftable window scheme, in-
stead of the centered window scheme. Note that shiftable
windows were used for improving the stereo matching perfor-
mance [26]. As illustrated in Fig. 6(a), the centered window scheme
overlays a window on each pixel so that the window is centered at
the pixel. In this example, the window contains multiple objects
with different depths, leading to unreliable depth estimation. On
the other hand, in the shiftable window scheme in Fig. 6(b), for
each pixel, we shift the window within a search range and select
the optimal shift position that minimizes the variance of pixel val-
ues within the window. Thus, in general, optimal windows are se-
lected at smooth regions and do not contain strong edges. Then,
similarly to the centered window scheme, we refine the transmis-
sion values of the optimal windows via (20) and determine the fi-
nal transmission value at each pixel as the average of all associated
refined values. Notice that, even though a shiftable window is se-
lected for each pixel, the number of overlapping windows varies
according to the pixel position. This is because windows at smooth
regions are selected more frequently than those at edge regions.
The shiftable window scheme hence can reduce the contributions
of unreliable transmission values derived from edge regions, there-
by alleviating blurring artifacts.



Fig. 6. Illustration of the shiftable window scheme: (a) centered window and (b) shiftable window.
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Fig. 7 shows examples of block-based transmission maps and
the corresponding pixel-based refined maps. We see that the pix-
el-based maps effectively reduce blocking artifacts and preserve
image details more accurately. In addition, as compared in
Fig. 7(c) and (d), the shiftable window scheme alleviates blurring
artifacts and provides more faithful transmission values than the
centered window scheme, e.g., near the boundary of the bird.

After obtaining the pixel-based transmission map, we dehaze
the input image based on (1). However, as suggested in [11], we
constrain the minimum transmission value to be greater than
0.1, since a smaller value tends to amplify noise. Furthermore,
the restored hazy image often has darker pixel values than the in-
put image. Thus, we apply the gamma correction [1] to the restored
image with an empirically selected gamma of 0.8.
4. Video dehazing

The dehazing algorithm in Section 3 provides good results on
static images. However, when applied to each frame of a hazy vi-
deo sequence independently, it may break temporal coherence
and produce a restored video with severe flickering artifacts. More-
over, its high computational complexity prohibits real-time appli-
cations, such as car vision or video surveillance. In this section, we
propose a fast and temporally coherent dehazing algorithm for vi-
deo sequences.
4.1. Temporal coherence

Let us first consider the relationship between the transmission
values of consecutive image frames. The transmission values
change due to camera and object motions. As an object approaches
the camera, the observed radiance gets closer to the original scene
radiance. On the contrary, when an object moves away from the
camera, the observed radiance becomes more similar to the atmo-
spheric light. Thus, we should modify the transmission value of a
scene point adaptively according to its brightness change.

In the proposed video dehazing algorithm, we first convert a vi-
deo sequence into the YUV color space. We then process only the
luminance (Y) component, without modifying the chrominance
(U,V) components, to reduce the computational complexity. We
empirically observe that dehazing results using the Y component
only are comparable to those obtained in the RGB color space. Also,
notice that the U and V components are less affected by haze than
the Y component. Thus, if all Y, U, V components are used for the
transmission estimation in the same way as the R, G, B components
are used, the estimation becomes unreliable and the dehazing re-
sults are degraded severely. Therefore, the U and V components
should not be used in the transmission estimation and the
dehazing.
Let Jk
YðpÞ and Ik

YðpÞ be the Y components of the scene radiance
and the observed radiance, respectively, at pixel p in the kth image
frame. We assume that the original radiance of a scene point is the
same between two consecutive image frames. Specifically,

Jk�1
Y ðpÞ ¼ Jk

YðpÞ: ð22Þ

We also assume that the luminance AY of the atmospheric light is
the same for an entire video sequence. However, when a scene
change occurs, AY may vary substantially and it should be newly
estimated. Thus, in practice, we can employ a scene change detec-
tion algorithm, e.g. [27], and estimate the atmospheric light again
after each scene change. From (1), we can easily obtain the relation-
ship between the transmission tkðpÞ in the current frame and the
transmission tk�1ðpÞ in the previous frame,

tkðpÞ ¼ skðpÞtk�1ðpÞ; ð23Þ

where skðpÞ is the temporal coherence factor, which corrects the
transmission according to the change in the observed scene radi-
ances, given by

skðpÞ ¼
Ik
Y ðpÞ � AY

Ik�1
Y ðpÞ � AY

: ð24Þ

In (23), we compare two pixels at the same position in the kth
frame and the (k� 1)th frame. However, an object may move and
the same scene point may be captured at different pixel positions.
To address this issue, the position of a moving object can be
tracked, e.g., using the block matching method [1] or the optical
flow estimation [28]. However, conventional motion estimation
schemes demand high computational complexity in general, when
the size of the searching window increases. Therefore, to achieve
fast computation, we do not estimate motion vectors explicitly. In-
stead, we employ a simple probability model, based on the differ-
ential image between the two frames, which is given by

wkðpÞ ¼ exp �ðI
k
YðpÞ � Ik�1

Y ðpÞÞ
2

r2

 !
; ð25Þ

where r controls the variance of the probability model. In this work,
r is empirically selected as 10. Note that wkðpÞ gets larger as Ik

YðpÞ
becomes more similar to Ik�1

Y ðpÞ. Thus, wkðpÞ represents the likeli-
hood that the two pixels are the matching ones. Then, we define
the temporal coherence factor �sk for block B as

�sk ¼
P

p2BwkðpÞskðpÞP
p2BwkðpÞ

: ð26Þ

In other words, the pixel-based factor skðpÞ is multiplied by a larger
weight wkðpÞ in the computation of the block-based factor �sk, when
Ik
YðpÞ and Ik�1

Y ðpÞ are more likely to come from the same scene point.
For each block, we define a temporal coherence cost by taking

the squared difference between the transmission tk in the current



Fig. 7. Transmission map refinement: (a) Input hazy images, (b) the block-based transmission maps, and the pixel-based transmission maps using (c) the centered window
scheme and (d) the shiftable window scheme. In the transmission maps, yellow and red colors represent near and far scene points, respectively. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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frame and its estimation �sktk�1 using the previous frame. However,
the squared difference cannot reflect the similarity between the
corresponding blocks in the current and previous frames exactly,
when a scene change occurs or a new object appears. In such cases,
tk may be far from its estimation �sktk�1. Hence, we introduce an
additional weight

�wk ¼
1

NB

X
p2B

wkðpÞ; ð27Þ

which represents the block similarity between the two frames.
Then, we define the temporal coherence cost Etemporal as

Etemporal ¼ �wkðtk � �sktk�1Þ2: ð28Þ
4.2. Cost function optimization

For video dehazing, we reformulate the overall cost in (13) by
adding the temporal coherence cost Etemporal in (28), i.e.,
E ¼ Econtrast þ kL Eloss þ kT Etemporal; ð29Þ

where kT is a weighting parameter. As kT gets larger, we emphasize
the temporal coherence more strongly and alleviate flickering arti-
facts more effectively. However, a large kT may fix the optimal
transmission value for each block over all frames, causing blurring
artifacts and degrading the qualities of restored frames. Therefore,
kT should be determined by considering the tradeoff between flick-
ering artifacts and the qualities of individual frames.

Note that we first find the optimal transmission t�0 for each
block in the first frame by minimizing the cost function in (13),
since there is no previous frame. Then, for subsequent frames,
we obtain the optimal transmission t�k of each block by minimizing
the augmented cost function in (29).
4.3. Fast transmission refinement

For fast dehazing of a video sequence, we reduce the complexity
for computing pixel-based transmission values. Only the lumi-



Fig. 8. Dehazing results of the proposed algorithm on the ‘‘Cones,’’ ‘‘Forest,’’ ‘‘House,’’ ‘‘Town,’’ and ‘‘Plain’’ images: (a) the hazy images, (b) the estimated transmission maps,
in which yellow and red pixels correspond to near and far scene points, respectively, and (c) the dehazed images. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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nance component is used to compute the pixel-based transmission
values via

t̂ðqÞ ¼ sY IYðqÞ þ w; ð30Þ

where the optimal parameters s�Y and w� are obtained by

ðs�Y ;w
�Þ ¼ arg min

sY ;w

X
q2W

ðtðqÞ � t̂ðqÞÞ2: ð31Þ

This least squares optimization computes only two parameters, as
compared with four parameters in (21). It, however, still requires
high complexity to compute the least squares for the window
around each pixel. Therefore, we sample the evaluation points
using the partially overlapping sub-block scheme in [29] and em-
ploy centered windows, instead of shiftable windows, for video
dehazing. The partially overlapping scheme may cause blocking
artifacts. To alleviate those artifacts, we use a Gaussian window:
pixels around the window center have higher weights, whereas
pixels farther from the center have lower weights. Then, we
obtain the final optimal transmission value for each pixel, by
computing the Gaussian weighted sum of the transmission values
associated with the overlapping windows. Also, to further
reduce the complexity, the proposed algorithm
downsamples an input image when computing the
transmission.
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5. Experimental results

5.1. Static image dehazing

We evaluate the performance of the proposed static image
dehazing algorithm on hazy ‘‘Cones,’’ ‘‘Forest,’’ ‘‘House,’’ ‘‘Town,’’
and ‘‘Plain’’ images in Fig. 8(a). ‘‘Cones’’ and ‘‘House’’ were used
in [8], and the others were collected from flicker.com. Fig. 8(b)
shows the estimated transmission maps, where yellow and red
pixels represent near and far scene points, respectively. Fig. 8(c)
shows the restored dehazed images when the parameter kL in
(13) is set to 5. In the ‘‘Cones’’ and ‘‘Forest’’ images, upper areas
have denser haze than lower areas, yielding weaker scene radiance
and lower contrast. We see in Fig. 8(c) that the lowered contrast in
the upper areas is restored in the dehazed images. On the other
hand, pixel values in the lower areas are not much influenced by
haze. In these lower areas, by employing the information loss cost,
the proposed algorithm prohibits selecting too small transmission
values and provides high image quality. Moreover, note that the
proposed algorithm estimates transmission values reliably even
for complex scenes, such as the ‘‘House’’ and ‘‘Town’’ images.

Fig. 9 compares the dehazing results according to the variation
of the parameter kL in (13). As shown in Fig. 9(a), with a small value
of kL ¼ 1, the restored images have significantly increased contrast,
but they lose information and contain unnaturally dark pixels due
to the truncation of pixel values. On the contrary, with a large va-
lue of kL ¼ 8, we can prevent the information loss but cannot re-
move haze fully. In general, kL ¼ 5 strikes a balance between the
information loss prevention and the haze removal effectively.
Therefore, we fix kL to 5 in all experiments, unless otherwise
specified.

We also compare the performance of the proposed algorithm
with those of the conventional algorithms on the ‘‘Newyork1,’’
‘‘Newyork2,’’ and ‘‘Mountain’’ images in Figs. 10–12, respectively.
These images were used in [10]. The level control method and
the histogram equalization, which are available in the Photoshop
[30], stretch the histogram of an input image without considering
the local variation of haze thickness. Thus, they do not provide
adaptively enhanced results. Tan’s algorithm [7] generates many
saturated pixels, since it simply maximizes the contrast of the re-
stored images. Fattal’s algorithm [8] yields more natural results,
but it cannot sufficiently remove haze in some regions, for exam-
ple, the buildings around the horizon in Fig. 12, and the mountains
Fig. 9. Dehazing results on the ‘‘Cones’’ and ‘‘House’’ images, according to the parameter
kL ¼ 1, (c) kL ¼ 2, (d) kL ¼ 5, and (e) kL ¼ 8, respectively.
in Fig. 12(e). Tarel and Hautiere’s algorithm [10] is computationally
less complicated, but it changes color tones and exhibits halo arti-
facts. He et al.’s algorithm [11] only considers the darkest pixel va-
lue for dehazing, and it thus removes the shadow of the cloud in
Fig. 12(g). On the other hand, the proposed algorithm attempts
to prevent the overflow, as well as the underflow, of pixel values
during the dehazing procedure, as mentioned in Section 3.2. There-
fore, the proposed algorithm can suppress most of the artifacts oc-
curred in the conventional dehazing algorithms.

Next, in Fig. 13, we compare the proposed algorithm with He
et al.’s algorithm [11] in more detail. In this test, to assess only
the information loss cost without the effects of the contrast cost,
we set kL ¼ 1 in (13) in the proposed algorithm. As shown in
Fig. 13(b), He et al.’s algorithm estimates the atmospheric light
from the brightest areas in the hazy images, i.e., the white building
and the airplane. Thus, He et al.’s algorithm provides incorrect
transmission maps in Fig. 13(c). On the other hand, the proposed
algorithm estimates the atmospheric light more reliably within
the red rectangles in Fig. 13(d), even though the input images in-
clude brighter objects than the atmospheric light. The proposed
algorithm hence provides higher quality transmission maps in
Fig. 13(e). Also, whereas the dark channel prior in He et al.’s algo-
rithm only considers the truncation of dark pixels, the information
loss cost in the proposed algorithm additionally prohibits the trun-
cation of bright pixels. Consequently, the proposed algorithm pro-
vides more reliable dehazing performance than He et al.’s
algorithm. For example, the proposed algorithm alleviates halo
artifacts around the tail of the airplane more effectively in
Fig. 13(d).

5.2. Video dehazing

We evaluate the performance of the proposed video dehazing
algorithm on the ‘‘Riverside,’’ ‘‘Intersection,’’ and ‘‘Road View’’ se-
quences in Figs. 14–16. We set the parameter kT in (29) to 1 to
strike a balance between flickering and blurring. We implement
the proposed video dehazing algorithm in two different versions.
First, it is implemented without the fast transmission refinement
techniques, i.e. the partially overlapping sub-block scheme with
the centered Gaussian windows and the downsampled computa-
tion of the transmission, in Section 4.3. Second, it is implemented
with those techniques. Also, for comparison, we provide the results
of the proposed static image dehazing algorithm and Zhang et al.’s
kL in the cost function in (13). (a) The input hazy images. The dehazed images at (b)



Fig. 10. Comparative results of the proposed algorithm and the conventional algorithms on the ‘‘Newyork1’’ image. (a) The input hazy image. The dehazed images obtained
by (b) the level control method, (c) the histogram equalization method, (d) Tan’s algorithm [7], (e) Fattal’s algorithm [8], (f) Tarel et al.’s algorithm [10], (g) He et al.’s
algorithm [11], and (h) the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 11. Comparative results of the proposed algorithm and the conventional algorithms on the ‘‘Newyork2’’ image. (a) The input hazy image. The dehazed images obtained
by (b) the level control method, (c) the histogram equalization method, (d) Tan’s algorithm [7], (e) Fattal’s algorithm [8], (f) Tarel et al.’s algorithm [10], (g) He et al.’s
algorithm [11], and (h) the proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 12. Comparative results of the proposed algorithm and the conventional algorithms on the ‘‘Mountain’’ image. (a) The input hazy image. The dehazed images obtained by
(b) the level control method, (c) the histogram equalization method, (d) Tan’s algorithm [7], (e) Fattal’s algorithm [8], (f) Tarel et al.’s algorithm [10], (g) He et al.’s algorithm
[11], and (h) the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 13. The comparison of the proposed algorithm with He et al.’s algorithm [11]. (a) The input hazy images. (b) The dehazed images and (c) the transmission maps obtained
by He et al.’s algorithm. The red areas in (b) represent the top 0:1% of the brightest pixels in the dark channels, in which the biggest pixel values are selected as the
atmospheric light. (d) The dehazed images and (e) the transmission maps obtained by the proposed algorithm. The red rectangular areas in (d) are selected to determine the
atmospheric light. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 14. Video dehazing on the ‘‘Riverside’’ sequence. (a) The input hazy sequence. The dehazed sequences by (b) the static image dehazing algorithm, (c) Zhang et al.’s
algorithm [18], (d) the proposed algorithm without the fast transmission refinement, and (e) the proposed algorithm with the fast transmission refinement. The frame
numbers of the left, middle, and right columns are 10, 12, and 14, respectively.
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Fig. 15. Video dehazing on the ‘‘Intersection’’ sequence. (a) The input hazy sequence. The dehazed sequences by (b) the static image dehazing algorithm, (c) Zhang et al.’s
algorithm [18], (d) the proposed algorithm without the fast transmission refinement, and (e) the proposed algorithm with the fast transmission refinement. The frame
numbers of the left, middle, and right columns are 7, 8, and 14, respectively.
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Fig. 16. Video dehazing on the ‘‘Road View’’ sequence. (a) The input hazy sequence. The dehazed sequences by (b) the static image dehazing algorithm, (c) Zhang et al.’s
algorithm [18], (d) the proposed algorithm without the fast transmission refinement, and (e) the proposed algorithm with the fast transmission refinement. The frame
numbers of the left, middle, and right columns are 7, 8, and 12, respectively.
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algorithm [18]. The static image dehazing algorithm is applied to
each frame of the hazy sequences independently. It causes flicker-
ing artifacts in Figs. 14(b), 15(b) and 16(b), due to the variations of
the estimated atmospheric light among frames. The small differ-
ences in the atmospheric light are amplified with low transmission
values, which severely change the color tones of restored frames.
On the contrary, Zhang et al.’s algorithm and the proposed video
dehazing algorithm yield temporally coherent dehazing results
by suppressing flickering artifacts. However, Zhang et al.’s algo-
rithm is essentially based on He et al.’s static image dehazing algo-
rithm [11]. Therefore, it may cause the overflow of pixel values. We
see that the proposed algorithm removes haze more effectively and
naturally than Zhang et al.’s algorithm, especially in Figs. 14 and
15. Also, note that the proposed algorithm with the fast refinement
techniques provides faithful output images in Figs. 14(e), 15(e) and
16(e), whose qualities are comparable to those of the images in
Figs. 14(d), 15(d) and 16(d) without the fast techniques.

Zhang et al.’s algorithm demands high memory and computa-
tional complexities, since it uses the information in at least three
frames to estimate the transmission map of a frame. On the con-
trary, the proposed algorithm requires only the information in
the previous frame. We test the complexity of the proposed algo-
rithm using a personal computer with an Intel Core i5-2500K pro-
cessor and 4 GB memory. When the proposed algorithm is



Table 1
Comparison of the average temporal deviation measurements. A smaller temporal
deviation indicates less flickering artifacts.

Input
sequence

Static image
dehazing

Proposed video
dehazing

‘‘Riverside’’ 0.3078 2.4386 2.2079
‘‘Road View’’ 6.5611 7.0752 5.1355
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implemented without the fast refinement techniques, it provides
the processing speeds of 7.5, 7.6, and 8.1 frames per second (fps)
on ‘‘Riverside,’’ ‘‘Intersection,’’ and ‘‘Road View,’’ respectively. We
improve the speeds by employing the fast refinement techniques.
Moreover, we use parallel programming tools, SIMD [31] and
OpenMP [32], for faster computation. We use the SIMD in the
transmission refinement step, by performing the computation for
four pixels in parallel, and apply the OpenMP to restore pixel val-
ues using four processor cores in parallel. Consequently, the pro-
posed algorithm with the fast transmission refinement achieves
real-time video dehazing and performs at 31.8, 36.8, and 46.1 fps
on ‘‘Riverside,’’ ‘‘Intersection,’’ and ‘‘Road View,’’ respectively.
However, this complexity is still too high to be employed in appli-
cations with limited computing resources, such as car vision. Fur-
ther complexity reduction is one of the future research issues.

Next, we quantitatively show how the proposed video dehazing
algorithm suppresses flickering artifacts by employing the tempo-
ral coherence cost in the optimization. Fig. 17 plots the MSE be-
tween two consecutive frames in the ‘‘Riverside’’ and ‘‘Road
View’’ sequences. When the static image dehazing algorithm is
independently applied to each frame, the MSE curves experience
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(b) “Road View” sequence

Fig. 17. Comparison of the MSE’s between consecutive frames. The proposed video
dehazing algorithm causes less fluctuations than the static image dehazing
algorithm, which is independently applied to each frame.
relatively large fluctuations as compared with the input hazy se-
quences, especially between 35–45 frames in Fig. 17(a) and 5–10
frames and 35–45 frames in Fig. 17(b). These fluctuations are
caused by abrupt changes in color tones between consecutive
frames, which result in flickering artifacts. On the other hand, the
video dehazing algorithm alleviates the fluctuations and reduces
the flickering artifacts efficiently.

We also quantify the flickering artifacts based on the sensitivity
model of flickering perception [33]. The original flicker sensitivity
function in [33] measures the flickering of a temporal sinusoidal
signal, and it cannot be directly applied to assess the flickering in
a dehazed video. Thus, similarly to [34], we modify their sensitivity
function as follows. At each pixel position, we extract a temporal
sequence of pixel values through a video clip, filter the sequence
based on the human perception model as in [33], and then com-
pute the temporal standard deviation of the filtered sequence. A
smaller temporal deviation indicates less flickering artifacts in gen-
eral. Hence, we employ the average temporal deviation over all
pixel positions as a measure of flickering artifacts. Table 1 com-
pares the average temporal deviation measurements. Note that
the proposed video dehazing algorithm exhibits smaller average
temporal deviations than the static image dehazing algorithm.

We make the dehazing results available as video clips at our
project website,1 so that the reduction of flickering artifacts can be
assessed subjectively. Moreover, we provide more dehazing results
on other images and videos on the website. These experimental re-
sults also confirm that the proposed algorithm is a promising tech-
nique for dehazing.
6. Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a dehazing algorithm based on the
optimized contrast enhancement. The proposed algorithm first se-
lects the atmospheric light in a hazy image using the quadtree-
based subdivision. Then, since a hazy image has low contrast, the
proposed algorithm determines transmission values, which are
adaptive to scene depths, to increase the contrast of the restored
image. However, some pixels in the restored image can be satu-
rated, resulting in information loss. To overcome this issue, we
incorporated the information loss cost into the optimized trans-
mission computation. We also extended the static image dehazing
algorithm to the real-time video dehazing algorithm, by employing
the temporal coherence cost. Experimental results demonstrated
that the proposed algorithm is capable of removing haze effec-
tively and restoring images faithfully, as well as achieving real-
time processing.
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